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ABSTRACT 

The purposes of the research is to describe and to find out the axiological values in The 

Chronicles of Narnia : The Voyage Of The Dawn Treader films. The method is used descriptive 

qualitative technique consist of  three steps : Reading the data source, the selection of the data 

from the data source, and  analysis of the data taken from the data source. The data For this 

research Is taken from C.S. Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia film.The Result of this research 

shows that there are alot of axiology values that appear on this film ,such as courage, kindness, 

honesty, wisdom, politeness, cheating or fraud, and beauty, sacrifice, dependability, and taught 

how to have good attitude and behave in our life.  This film is really good for moral education. 
Keyword: Axiological Value, life, education, film  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Literature is an art that is produced by human and will be  enjoyed by human 

though reading, watching, listening, or even acting. These productions later are said as 

literature works, literature actually there are so many kind of literature works that 

produced by people. Such as;  novel, poetry, drama, fadle, film and so fort. In this research 

the writers focus on the film “The Chronicles of Narnia the voyage of the Down Treader.” 

The writers wanted to focus also abaut the axiology values.  

In Indonesia, literature took from sunskrit is shaastra means text that has 

instruction or guideline. Literature also as a meanas or accommodation to guide, to teach, 

or to give direction. Literature also as an human expression through written or orally 

based on human reality thinking, opinion, experience,or imaginative thinking, opinion, 

experience that cover esthetically in a certain language. Literature works is very 

significant for human life because it makes human realize about the truth of human live, 
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although, it is fiction expression.  Literature work become an experience to create a work 

because whoever can express their feeling and thinking on the written works that has art 

value literature is a record form that using a certain language to deliver to someone else.  

Basically, literature is very significance for people life, because literature work 

can make people realize who si interested in the truth of life even though, it describes 

fiction.  Sugiantomas (2020) stated that literature is the result of a human creative 

activities that express into language media orally or written. An artwork has value not 

only beautiful language, melody, tone, or language style but also the overall values such 

as; esthetic, moral, concept that exis in artwork. From the description above it can 

conclude that a work has literature value is that works performs to much usefull from 

feasible value or thinking value. 

Even though, literature is made by human creativities and will produce something 

imaginative literature, but it becomes knowledge of the beauty literature itself. Readers 

or who interested in literature can get knowledge. Daiches (in Nurhayati, 2012:3), stated 

that "literature work is a work that deliver knowledge by giving unique enjoyment and to 

enrich knowledge and insight to the reader”.  

That is why we enjoy literature work not only its unique but also its knowledge 

that perform imaginatively. Yasa ( in Damariswara 2018: 2-3) "author creativities is an 

effort to perform ideas and notion to involve society to read and discuss some life 

problems that  happen in society,” Consider not only enjoy the author imaginative but 

also the real life”.  

According to Najid (2003: 7) “literature is the form of art that expresses by human  

thinking and feeling with beautiful language in term of idea and message.” That is why 

literature made from unique language from human thinking and feeling. From some 
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theories above, the writers can make inrefent that literature a language for human to 

deliver creativity beautifully imaginatively but still significant for all people because it 

become one media to inform all the problems is going progress in around us.  

Film become favorite in society because become one entertainment, hobby, even 

get education, because of the massege from the film, give insight and experience that very 

useful and influence the sole development and society mindset. Film is media 

communication to deliver a implied message through scenes or dialogues which exist in 

society. Wibowo (in Rizal, 2014) stated that "film is a tool to deliver some messages to 

the audience through history media or artistic for artist and film person to express their 

ideas or history idea which they had.” Film is media expression to one wants to make 

films to deliver implied message through scene or dialogue that can add outlook and 

human mindset  better.. Film is audio visual media that is more interesting the interest of 

society as communication tools to perform any kind of messages like interesting videos 

that it made more interested in order to make meaning and message well accepted by the 

audience using technology.  

Baskin (2003: 4) stated that "film is one of the communication media  from any 

kind technology and any kind of artistic.” Film is quite different from art literature, 

painting, or sculpture. Film is depending on technology as main sources to produce in 

front of the audience.” Film is one of interesting technology that resulted a picture and 

dialogue that can attract many people. But film also becomes tools of communication. 

Suryani (2012:145), "film scientifically increasingly interest and motivation ask about 

authentic experience and make satisfaction based on dramatization and emotional  

attractiveness”. It can conclude more and more dramatically a film and more attractive 

emotional. Because film can touch our audience‘s soul and that film has meaning for 
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themselves..Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (2022), stated that "film is thin membrane 

that made from celluloid to put the negative picture (it will make picture) or positive 

picture which is played in th cinema. That is why film is made in order to perform in the 

cinema, television, computer, even gadget because film only made from thin membrane 

from celluloid for negative picture.  

The conclusion from those theories, film a communication tool that made by 

arstistic  media expression that will be played in the cinema or television to deliver good 

message and moral to human, give outlook, and useful experience and also influence the 

development of soul and thinking for society.  Film that choose by the writers  The 

Chronicles of Narnia :The Voyage of The Dawn Trader. Tells about the next adventured 

from 4 brothers and sisters ; Pevensie family Peter, Susan, Edmund dan Lucy. But this 

time, only Edmund and Lucy that allowed entering Narnia world. Peter and Susan have 

mature enough to enter Narnia world. Edmund, Lucy and their causin Eustace Srubb will 

go to Narnia through painting in Eustace house in  Narnia, Edmund, Lucy dan Eustace 

were asking for helping by Aslan as ruler lion.  Narnia in saving world  which is almost 

lost because of human greedy and wanted to take kingdom. They want to save Naria from 

mistis green fog that appear in Lone Islands as the fact come from east ocean which cause 

the fishermen lost and offering citizen that enter mystic green fog. They are looking for 

noblemen and 7 swords had lost in mystic green fog. And finally they founf 7 swords and 

Noblemen could cope with the mystic green fog, and Edmund, Lucy and Eustace can 

back to their era. This film was produced by 20th Century Fox that adopted from  novel 

written C.S Lewis. Director by Michael Apted and the produced  by Andrew Adamson, 

et all. It released 3th December 2010.  The actors ; Liam Neeson as dubbing,  Aslan, 

Skandar Keynes as Edmund Pevensie, Georgie Henley as Lucy Pevensie, Ben Barnes as 
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Caspian X king, Will Poulter as Eustace Clarence Scrubb, Simon Pegg as Reepicheep, 

Tilda Swinton as Jadis, Gary Sweetas Lord Drinian, Laura Brent as Liliandil.  

Axiology value is one the part science philosophy that discuss about the usefull 

of science to human. We know how important discuss about science, ethic because has 

become part of human and social life.  This has become fact or factual in our society. The 

development of society can be seen from how far the society uses their knowledge well. 

The role of axiology in human life is give a direction to human to do better action and 

guidance.  

Axiology is one of the important things from philosophy that discuss about values, 

why something is good and bad. Beautiful or not beautiful or etic or esthetic finally by 

studying about axiology we know the usefulness science and values that we got in the 

world without realizing it.  

For example, in this film there is an action is seeing painting. That painting 

describe about wide ocean and the is a ship. May be part of people feel as usual even is 

not interested in that painting but for Lucy dan Edmund, that painting is impressive and 

remind them about certain place. Their cousin Eustace does not like painting or art. 

According to Eustace painting is bulls it and rubbish.  And actually she wanted to destroy 

that painting. This attitude is very annoying and why people should be like this. It better 

she is silent if she does not like.  This lesson is not written on the book, but axiology 

teaches us the right science knowledge is very wide and depend on us how to comprehend 

and use it.  

Axiology teaches us, we have to be careful using science knowledge. We can do 

many things by science such as; helping others people, not arrogant, not to be liar, not 
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frowning,  we must be friendly, always fairs to whoever by this reason the writers want 

to analyze this film The Chronicles of Narnia : The Voyage of The Dawn Trader. 

Literature Review  

According to Najid (2003: 7) “literature is the form of art that expresses by human 

thinking and feeling with beautiful language in term of idea and message.” Suryani 

(2012:145), "film scientifically increasingly interest and motivation ask about authentic 

experience and make satisfaction based on dramatization and emotional  attractiveness”. 

Axiology is one of the important things from philosophy that discuss about values, why 

something is good and bad. 

No  The Previous research  Theoretical review  

1.  
Gusti Ayu Made Rai Suarniti 

Warmadewa University  

Values found in Lewis’s the 

chronicles of Narnia ( novel) 

Values of Courage, 

wisdom, generosity, 

patient, friendly, 

prudence, honesty, justice, 

friendship, compassion, 

discipline, reasonable, 

sacrifice, trust, tolerance. 

 

2.  Jeremia Klinga (2018) university 

of tampere children’ Literature as 

characters Education: Moral 

Judgment in the chronicle of 

Narnia 

Moral judgment good and 

evil 

Moral philosophy 

Logical reasoning 

 

The research and the preious research have relation topics. The similarity with 

first previous research is focus on axiology values and the difference with the  previous 

research is from the novel version and the research from film. The difference from second 

previous research is the analysis focuses on moral judgement, moral philosophy, and 

logical reasoning.  

 
 METHOD  
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Research is systematic effort which is done by researcher in order to solve the 

problem or phenomenon that happening from any sources. In this research the writers 

use qualitative research method to identify information. Qualitative research is 

descriptive research. Sugiyono (2017: 9) stated that, "qualitative research method is 

method based on philosophy post positivism to analyze natural object that researchers 

as the main core of instrument.”  

The technique of data collection triangulation (combining) the result of 

research emphasize about general meaning. It can conclude that the research focus on 

the object analysis, and the result of the research meaning than generalize. “Descriptive 

qualitative research methodology is a method that uses to find out science or theory 

toward research in certain period of time, and get the data without manipulation.  

Moleong (2007: 4), stated that “qualitative research is research procedure that 

result data description as Written words, or oral from people and behavior which can 

be notice." it conclude that the result of descriptive qualitative research is written 

words, sentences or orally and behavior. Suryabrata (2009: 79), stated that "qualitative 

descriptive research method is the purpose analysis describe an event and situation.” 

Bogdan dan Biklen (Maratussolikah, 2015: 23) stated that “Qualitative research is 

descriptive. The data collected is in the form of word or pictures rather than number.” 

It concluded research qualitative descriptive is the data collection from this research 

produced written text, description than numbers. 

Research technique  
 

In this research the writers use library technique research. Library research is 

the technique of data collection by looking for book sources, literature articles, and 

internet. Zed (2014), stated that  "in  library research, the library search not only in the 

previous step to make research design but also to use sources from library to get data 

research, so the writer has prepared research design and has looked for sources to get 

that research. Embun (2012), stated that “research library is research will be done based 

on written literature work has been published or has not be published.”  

Prastowo (2012:81) stated that "library activites which is research purposes is 

to collect the data and scientific information like; theories, method, and approach has 

ever develop and had documented into books, journal, text, recorder, history, and 

others documents.” It conclude this research has tried to find some theories, that 
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support method and approach that has been existed in some documents. From some 

theories above the writers in this research use library techniques by using books, 

journals, text, note, record, history , and documents. Therefore, the writers do some the 

following steps, to get data; Look up the sources data research 

1. Watching fantasi film The Chronicles of Narnia : The Voyage Of The Dawn 

Treader 
 
2. Notice and identify some value in source data.. 
 
3. Studying (research and examine) and analyze axiology values in film The 

Chronicles of Narnia : The Voyage Of The Dawn Treader 
 
4. Making conclusion in the end of research.. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

1. Writer Biography 

Michael Petroni is scenario writer and director from Australia. He was born 

16th January 1965. He stated that “working in the beginning 1990s as writer, and 

comedian player in Australian television, and appear as ‘Psycho Bob.” His performed 

character was an American serial killer in the Big Gig and Doug Anthony All Stars. In 

1994 he moved to Los Angeles to study how to write scenario in AFI conservatory and 

graduated 1996. In AFI he first wrote the text of feature film Till Human Voices Wake 

Us. And director by him and the stars of this film was Guy Pearce, Helena Bonham 

Carter, and he won award for the script writer. In 26th January 2008, it reported that 

Petroni was writing script of the film The Chronicles of Naria: The Voyage of The 

Dawn Trader.  

The third series franchise The Chronicles of Narnia. Then he wrote scenario 

for horror film cast out demons “The Rite”.Based on the Rite book march 2013 

Australia screen announced that will finance thriller supernatural Australia film. 

Backtrack would be written and director by Michael Petroni. In November 2017 was 

announced that Petroni was credited as exclusive producer and creator for Netflix 

thriller serial which could be broadcasted first in January 2020. Next Christopher 

Markus and Stephen Mc Feely, they are  the successful American scenario writer and 

producer the second and the third all the time.   

This thing made Christopher Markus dan Stephen McFeely got Box Office 

totally gross income more than $ 3,1 billion. Christopher Markus was born  2nd  January 
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1970, in Buffalo New York. He was the son of Doctor Gabor Markus dan nurse 

Rosemary Golebiewski Markus was born in Budapest, Hungarian. He has two sisters, 

they are Jennifer and Elizabeth. Markus get degree B.A majoring creative author from 

Rutgers  University in 1991. Stephen McFeely was born 24th February 1970 in Walnut 

Creek, California. He grew up in San Francisco Bay Area. He got B.A  degree in 

English language from  University of Notre Dame in 1991. 

 

2. Synopsis 

This Film’s is background about war. After a year adventure Pevensie brother 

Peter (William Moseley), Susan (Anna Popplewell), Edmund (Skandar Kenyes), dan 

Lucy (Georgie Henley) went Narnia. Susan and  Peter were placed in different with 

their parents, while Lucy dan Edmund put them in their causin (Eustace Scrubb). 

Almost a year the relationship between Lucy, Eustace and Edmund was not very good.  

This situation brough Lucy stay in a room which has sea painting there. They 

have bit arguing about Eustace personality that make them uncomfortable. And 

suddenly the painting split down like  flood sea water get out fron the painting and 

made Lucy, Edmund and Eustace sank and appear in Narnia. after they were searhed 

by Caspian Lord (Ben Barnes) they continued their traveling The Daw Treader ship. 

They didn’t know why Lucy dan Edmund were sent to Narnia, although, there was not 

war at all. It turns out Caspian lord and his team have mission to find out magic sword 

and 7 Telmar knights who still loyal to their King. Looking for the lost nobility from 

one unique island to another full of challenging in every traveling. Their enemy was 

not form but such a character and made scene, like their feeling wanted to dominate, 

greed, and their kindness were tested in this adventure until the end they find all the 

knights and magic sword. 

 The magic sword could overcome bad magic influence. After the magic was 

lost, on the way home Lucy, Edmund, Eustace dan Lord Caspian met Aslan (Liam 

Neeson) in the final of the sea named Aslan’s Country, all creatures which enter this 

place would no back to their previously place, their ould stayed forever there. Aslan 

remind Lucy and Edmund that they were mature enough and could not back to Naria. 

They would forget about Naria and they would think it only fairlytale. This thing 

happens because Susan dan Peter have gradually forgotten about Naria. But luckily 
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Eustace could back to Naria sameday to ask Alsan’s helping. Finally, Lucy, Edmund, 

dan Eustace back to their previous place like time machine.  

Table 1. 

Research finding of axiology value 

 

No Axiology values  Number  Percentage  (%) 

    
1 Courage (©) 3 10 % 

    
2 kindness (K) 7 23,3 % 

    
3 Honesty (H) 2 6,7 % 

    
4 Wisdom (W) 6 20 % 

    
5 Politeness (P) 5 16,7 % 

    
6 Cheathing (Ch) 3 10 % 

    
7 Beauty (B) 4 11.3 % 

    

 Total 30 100 % 

    

 

Research Interpretation and Description  
 

Based on the result finding can be concluded from film The Chronicles of Narnia: 

The Voyage of The Dawn Trader Show axiology value (courage, kindness, honesty, 

wisdom, politeness, cheating, and beauty).  Axiology value is about the usefulness of 

knowledge or science from human life. The term of Value is the essense of human life 

from difference and involves human feeling and thinking.  In this film elaborated about 

behavior, attitude, and expression of all characters. Percentage of courage value was 

10%. Courage value means have brave and self confidence to face a dangerous and 

difficult situation. In this film show courage value from some characters such as take risk 

of decision, an action, fight fear, those value can be performed by self confidence believe 

and is not easy to be hopeless. Peter who is narrated from the beginning of the story not 

brave is told to become more courage and to be less frightened. As the story of The 

Chronicles of Narnia progresses in the story Peter was to the beginning a forced of 

meeting his encounter whose name Aslan. His courage is meet Aslan happen when Peter 
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walks up to Aslan. His courage to meet the character Aslan after he had brave to do it  

Percentage of Kindness is 23 %. Good attitude was started from good behavior 

and politely talking. For example show in this film was helping other else who find 

difficulty, greeting someone else, friendly, and respect each other or sayid thank you after 

getting help. In this film, the generosity is represented by beaver family. Because the 

Beaver family tell the prophecy to Peters’ brother and sister about there are four human 

children who will be kings and queens in Nar- nia, but they did not believe it. They want 

to leave from Narnia but Lucy wanted to save the Faun Tumnus. The Beaver family 

wanted to help her. It shown in the quotation below. 

“Here is my token.” With these words it held up to them a little white object. 

They all looked at it in surprise, till suddenly Lucy said, “Oh, of course. It’s my 

handkerchief the one I gave to poor Mr. Tumnus.” “That’s right,” said the Beaver. “Poor 

fellow, he got wind of the arrest before it actually happened and handed this over to me. 

He said that if anything happened to him I must meet you here and take you on to” Here 

the Bea- ver’s voice sank into silence and it gave one or two very mysterious nods 

Percentage of honesty in this film was about 6,7%. Honesty in this film admit 

mistake, axiology value here is about the essence of value.  In our life is taught about 

kindness, bad, right, and mistake. Axiology there are value about fraud, that teach our 

life fraud is wrong or bad attitude. As a human being is better to avoid this attitude 

because will affect bad thing for human life.  

Percentage wisdom value about 20%. This value is second bigger in this film after 

kindness value. Because the background of this film is kingdom, and show too much 

about wisdom value. Wisdom is behavior or attitude by someone in a certain situation. 

Wise means takes a good decision even bad and can influence someone else. As human 

being, we  must be wise about ourselves, environment, and others people. Wisdom is 

ability to make sensible decisions and give good advice because of the experience and 

knowledge that you have. One of the moral values categorized as wisdom is show in the 

story of the novel through a character called Aslan. This character is the main character 

of the story in the novel. In the story show the wisdom appears when the Aslan talk to 

Peter about Narnia, when he said that we will protect his family, ordinary people that 

could help Narnia. But Aslan give his strength and finally Peter wanted to save his family 

same as Aslan do. Wisdom just could do from the person that have Narnia. Peter still 
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doubt his prophecy it because he believe that they just big care to other and with wisdom 

it could save many people. It shown in the quotation  “That, O Man,” said Aslan, “is Cair 

Paravel of the four thrones, in one of which you must sit as King. I show it to you because 

you are the firstborn and you will be High King over all the rest.” And once more Peter 

said nothing, for at that moment a strange noise woke the silence suddenly.  

Politeness value in this film about 16.7 % .Politeness means behavior that 

reflecting to kindness, friendly for everyone. Politeness is also the effect of socialization 

from a group of people in society. We can see the politeness from how their parents teach 

their children to be politeness, this film politeness is shown in the part when they greet 

each other, friendly, shake hand, help other, respect older people.  

Honesty is the speaking of the truth. One of the moral values categorized as 

honesty is shown in the story of the film through a character called Tumnus. This 

character is the supporting character in the story of this film. It is shown by Tumnus to 

Lucy. When Tumnus said that he want to kidnap Lucy, it was the hard thing because 

Tumnus have to make a decision to hand over Lucy to white witch or saving her. “I’m 

crying because I’m such a bad Faun.” “I don’t think you’re a bad Faun at all,” said Lucy. 

“I think you are a very good Faun. You are the nicest Faun I’ve ever met.” “Oh-oh-you 

wouldn’t say that if you knew,” replied Mr. Tumnus between his sobs. “No, I’m a bad 

Faun. I don’t sup- pose there ever was a worse Faun since the beginning of the world.” 

“But what have you done?” asked Lucy. “My old father, now,” said Mr. Tumnus; “that’s 

his picture over the mantelpiece. He would never have done a thing like this.” “A thing 

like what?” said Lucy. “Like what I’ve done,” said the Faun. “Taken service under the 

White Witch. That’s what I am. I’m in the pay of the White Witch.”  

Based on the quotation above, Tumnus was illustrated being an honest per- son, 

and finally Tumnus was saving Lucy from White Witch. Honesty is needed because that 

honestly is important and being the foundation of relationship. Percentage about fraud 

value was 10%. Fraud is when someone can not compete with other but he he justifies 

everything to get his willingness. Becoming fraud person will not bring us become 

prosperous but become increasingly destitute.  

Percentage the beauty value was 10%. Beautiful is human expression in their life. 

Beauty expression can be performed in some scenes the character show some painting, 

listening to the songs, show the sky as the creation of God, more specific the creation of 
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God was beautiful women. The beauty value include esthetic and science major conduct 

the research about how the beauty can be performed and felt by people, Esthetic or 

“aestheticism” come from greek language is about something that can be absorbed by 

five sence.  Beauty can be performed by art such as; painting, songs, poetry, natural and 

even life creature, knowledge psychology, and emotional 

Conclusion  

Fantastic serial Film The Chronicles of Narnia made by Walt Disney Picture 

dan Media Walden that adopted from  novel that witten by C.S Lewis is spiritual 

history of  C.S Lewis himself when he ws childhood. This serial history was about 

human advanture or it was called son of Adam and daughter of Adam in history Naria 

universe. In this state animals can talk, magic was common thing, kindness took a role 

to oppose the crime.  C.S Lewis describe there were traveling and venture of human 

being. They were four , two girls and two boys enter naira nature to against crime and 

themselves , especially bad attitude and abuse. In this serial C.S Lewis plays as main 

characters such as Peter Pevensie, the older children from Pevensie family, a good old 

brother, affectionate, strong , and obedient.   Susan Pevensie is second old sister is 

gentle, feminism, strong and wise. Edmund Pevensie is the first young brother. He is 

careless, annoying, and jealous. The last sister is Lucy Pevensie, the younger sister is 

innocent, gentle, and brave.  

Based on  the result of the research about axiology values 0f film The 

Chronicles of Narnia : The Voyage of The Dawn Treader was about science we got it 

all along and we expect will help us and useful for someone else. Axiology value also 

apply significance and usefulness science. .in this research, the writer found 30 data 

and classify into 8 axiology value; first value of courage about 10%. Although, the 

background of this film war world, but it didn’t’ show too much value of the courage. 

In the action of the film show such as help her friends from confinement by slave seller 

or lucy was kidnapped and must be freed and the enemy is invisible because magic but 

they still keep struggle to get them free.  In the end of the action of this film The Dawn 

Treader ship could be seen by a big Caspian sea monster, Admund and Lucy worked 

together to destroy that monster. And courage attitude from Reepicheep (small mouse) 

has known as small creation but has encourage more than other creature on ship. This 
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show that this film has courage value. Next classification was about kindness value, 

this value as much 23,3 %, 7 data from 30 data. In this film show much kindness 

attitude and bevavior by most of characters. Like Reepicheep always kind and friendly, 

and also he likes helping his friends. Drinian was a kind person see her children 

(Rhince) civil habitant got into ship was Gael. Gael enter the ship silently. Drinian give 

an orange for Gael. It means they let Gael join to the ship. When Eustace become 

dragon, she becomes better personal after got mental shaking because change become 

dragon. Next classification was honesty about 6,7%, there are 2 data from 30 data. In 

this this film honesty show when someone asked for apologize and admit his mistake. 

And we know to admit our mistake need honesty and courage. We sometime afraid to 

admit our own mistake, although, it is the first good step to be  agood person. Next 

classification wisdom value was about 20 %, there were 6 data from 30 data. This value 

become the second number of value in this film after kindness value. Because of the 

war as the background to much wisdom show in this film. Wisdom is attitude need 

intellectual because involve mindset that result a solution will be done by that people. 

For example, to make war tactic to against the enemy, select people who will become 

knight with their king, and also become hamble person. Next classification was 

politeness about 16,7%, there were 5 data from 30 data. Politeness behavior and 

attitude in this film were performed such as; friendly, greet each other, talking using 

the right diction, gentle, asking permission when one, wants to something from 

someone else.  These are kinds of politeness. Next classification was cheating value 

about 10% from 30 data. Cheating value show in this film was stealing, greedy, egoism. 

Cheating become of axiology value because cheating itself discuss about moral. This 

film show to the audience that become cheating people was not good behaviour and 

attitude will cause serious problem. Next classification was beauty value about 10%, 

there were 3 data from 30 data. Beauty value in this film, when ones express their 

feeling seeing creator and form.  Axiology value involves beauty to teach us as human 

being can express whatever about the beauty. As long as we only know about God 

creation, like a handsome boy, beautiful girl but also whatever we do in our daily such 

as listen to our favorite songs, read book, poetry, beautiful rhyme or even visits art 

gallery. The beauty that can be enjoyed by our five senses. Last classification was 
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another beauty about 3,3%, there were 30 data. Beauty identic with physique 

performance because there beautiful standard, but in this film show not only beautifully 

physically but also performs beautiful attitude and speech.  
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